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About This Content

Hunger Dungeon Deluxe Edition gives you several permanent unlocks on your account, allowing you to enjoy the huge
variety on offer without any time constraints.

Permanently unlock the original 12 Heroes

 Permanently unlock secondary skins for the original 12 Heroes

Old Prisoner + Chuck Skin
Beast Hero + Red Blood Clan Skin
Goblin Profiteer + Bounty Hunter's Denim Skin
Octo Pirate + Chef Whites Skin
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Samurai + Wandering Swordsman Skin
Princess Ranger + Amazonian Huntress Skin
Were-Vampire + Were-Rabbit Skin
Nimble Assassin + Biological Warfare Skin
Vagrant Ninja + Gray Skin
Element Fuse + Merlin Skin
Demonic Knight + Scythe Maiden Skin
Auto Repair + Version 2.00 Skin

 Hunger Dungeon Soundtrack (Length of time; 7 mins, 30 seconds)

Hunger Dungeon is an ever-evolving title that we hope you will enjoy as much as we do.
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Pros - Looks beautiful, has multiplayer, and is a graff sim.

Cons -

1. Spray pressure physics are WAY off and not realistic at all.
2. You only have the option between 3 pressures and 3 caps...
3. Menu interface is not well designed and rather confusing.
4. Almost no wall room to paint on. I finish 3 letters and I'm done. You can't paint anywhere in the level, only on a designated
wall... Thats not graffiti...
5. Left handed???

. An astoundingly good interactive novel, perhaps the best yet released by Choice of Games. It is longer than most games yet
manages to avoid dragging on even slightly. The subject matter is fresh, even if 19th Century England is not, and the story it
tells is captivating from start to finish. I enthusiastically recommend this novel, above any other you can find on steam, if only
because the writer tells a wildly intricate tale with characters that are sincerely motivated and three-dimensional.. Just like Diner
Dash, really. It's just instead of a diner, it's a tavern and you serve potions. The higher the level, the more stupid the mayhem is..
12 people found this review funny

iBloodLust
37 products in account
7 reviews

Recommended
POSTED: 29 DECEMBER, 2014
I love this skin, I ordered it and they shipped it the following day, it's almost I got it instantly!

Was this review helpful?
 Yes

 No

 Funny
7 of 8 people (88%) found this review helpful\t. A fascinating game with an engaging story. Some of the puzzles were
frustrating though. You could have a correct picture, but made with the smallest incorrect spacing and could therefore not
progress until you made the necessary tweak. The animations and audio really brought the game to life for me though and I
overall enjoyed the experience of this short, but very interesting story-telling game.

I would recommend to purchase on a sale. Not really quite worth spending too much money on for less than a couple hours of
actual gameplay.. Third Rome, an "Immersion" Pack.. This is my first game ever playing on PC, made the change last year from
console to PC and don t regret it, graphics are so clean and colorful, Game play is very smooth, no issues at all, still trying to
complete many missions, bosses are not that hard but does give you an adrenaline rush. Very recommended.
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its nothing like they show u on video. blurry is hell. u dont see the target exept a marked red box when to shoot. and when u
shoot,u wait seconds even u see the rockets lunches on target coming from diferent angel. the controling the plane is horrible.
dont waist ur money on this one. im still waiting on ace combat 7. there is a bug with heath you know the big hill with the rabbit
den somtimes the hole thing dissapears and i drop into water. This not what I backed in the kickstarter. This is a piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥. 2min 11 sec video....

Why is this on steam store... I assumed this was going to be a collection of all the TI5 footage....but its not.

Still its DOTA so....100 dead peruvians outta 10.. SUCH GOOD HUNT. Great VN! These sorts of games always make me
question my choices.. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end , has tons of branching options , simple rpg
concept and average grinding.

Pros:
+ great unique humour
+ characters actually make you care for them
+ nice soundtrack
+ old-fashioned FF turn-based combat
+ somewhat enticing plot

Cons:
- game tends to crash whenever you start another battle
- length is a bit short
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